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ABSTRACT
'Sample notional writing materials for 'use with

. advancqd level E5L.students re presefited.-The basic assumption is

40
thatoeffective writing demands a feel for onees audience a/rid a sense
of purpose, integratingfunction (what.is being said), situation (to .
whom is beingrsaid), and grammar. (how it is being said). The .

functipns selec' d are thsse that studennt use in writing academic
L Rapers. Eall a begins With exercises introducing'expressions for
a partiCqlar function 'sach as.focuaing, substalatiating, recommending, .'
or predictOag. Within eac.h futiction, students -take the roles of
different speakersiwriters kith different Rurposes in order.to.
practice writing for specific, situations. Grammar is related to the
expression ofa particular situation-, fostering both gtammAtical and
Comtunicative competency'in writing. Following ihe practice, Peer
carrection'exercises with guidelines reinforce grammatical.points and
effective writing techniques. (kW)
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VIJC),Thi.S paper exemPlifies cZnd presentS the naA..onale for notic;nal writing materials
which are currently being developed fbr use with advanced level.ESL students.

77 The basic assurTbion.f _these materials is that effectiv writing dethands a clear
'T-4 sense ofwhy soMething is being toitten and for Wpm 1:4 is beidg pritan: The
r,.....materials are organized accoraing.to the langUage-Anctions'that typically occur
a." within academic Popp's; such as.i- fbcusing, substantiating, reCommendin4j.and pm-
': dicting.. Within ea&h'functioir, students arepresented with a varie'ty oflvices
1r-1-and audiences. The main advantage of this approach ia that it provides the
(=teacher and the students with a frilmoork-in which tojudge whether or not ..,the

.

tj4b5riting is effective in terms of a specific purpose and appropriate'in terms of
a specific situation. , .

fh;

f

Every new era in materials development brings its own terminology. Today in the,
field of ESL, oith a shift from a-structural approach to a cognitive apprpaCh to,
language learning, a neW set of terminology is being developed: Whereas- previouS4
ly we spoke of structured, controlTed, or grammatical materials, we nowhave situ-
ational, functional, nOtionai; or communicative material's. There are two dangers
tp the coining.of a new terminology... First, the terms may provide nothing more '

than a new name for an old thing. TOs, although the materials may.be labeled
"situational," the only difference may be that the patterh prattice-takes place
*in a restaurant r=ather.thanin a classroom. 'Second, the use of'the new terminol-
ogy may result-in a confused notion -of what the basic assumptions are that inform

tr) the new materials. In order to avoid thesedangers, an explanation of the theo-:..
retical basis of notional 4riting materials is needed.

in D. A. Wilkins A1976: 18)'in his'book, Notional Syllabuses, maintains.that in de--
signing a nOtional'syliabus, "instead of asking how speakers of the,Janguage ex7

0 press themselves or when or-where they use language, we ask what itlis they cow-.
munitate through language. We are then.able to organize language teaching in

,

%L terms of:ccintentratherlhanthe form of the language." -The first-question that
has to be.asked,'then, in.designing notional writing materials is: What- do ESL.
students need to communicate in writing? As students they will clearly need tq,'

,be able to write academic papers but, in the futUre, they may well need to,com..\
muntcate the concerns of their field'to an international audience.

-

-I
.

n some ways the assumptions that inform notional writing materials are similar
tO.traditional rhetorical'concernsl They differ, however, in two important ways.
First, they provide a greater varietY of writing voices than is included in most
rhetoric books. Secondly, notional writing materials give explicit attention to
relating a particular function, such as predicting, tb aparticujar mmmetical

, .

A.slightly different version of this piper:Was pResented at tHe CATESOL'State COn-
ference in San Francisco, March. 1978.
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point, as, for iristance, the use of models. 'Notional writing materials, though,
share the following rhetorical concern expressed by Steinmann (1967: 21-22):
"Rhetoric, khen,'is concerned with the effective choicelof synonymous expressions;
but, as the word 'effedtive' suggests, t is codCerned, not with the utterahces
only, the rifere forlin, but with some of their relations to other things." (Italics
Nine.)

Those "other things".which determine effectiveness involve two primary consider-
ations: first; the purpose or function of the discourse4 and second, thercontext
or situation. Once these two elements are,defined, the question of'which form is
most effective can be answered. For example, suppose an employer'decided to write
a short memo to an employee, regarding an alternate time for their meeting. His
function or purpose would be one of, suggesting (although given the role relattion-
-ship, it migkt be closer to directing or commanding).

0
There are, in English, a number of stock phrases for making suggestions; such as,
"May I suggest," "I would suggest," "How about?" "What abdut?", etc. Given these
options,1.120 employer 'might write.

Since I have another meeting on Monday at three o'clock, mv I suggest
that we meet at two o'clock?

Or h might write:

I'm tied up at three o'clock on Monday. How about two o'clock?

In this instance, the Choice of the most "effective" form depends on what the em-
ployer wants to say to his employee about their relationship. The first sentence
as"sumes a distant relationship 'with his employee; the seco0, 'a relationship of
comradery. poth,'however, fulfill the stated purpose of suggesting a'change of
meeting time. Whereds most native s'peakers would immediately,see the distinction
betWeerl the two sentences, many internatiohal students have not yet mastered this
level of langUage use. To aid international students in developing this skill,
textbooks could present lists of items for expressing a pirticular function, such

1
as making suggestions. This method, however, does little to aid students in know-
ing when to choose whi.ch form, so that their writing would be appropriate in terms
of a specific level of formality, and effective in terms of a particular purpose.
The basic aim of the writimaterials which follow is to help students develop
.this appropriateness and effectivenest in their writing.

These materials were designad for an advanCed iiing class in whiCh the students
had TOEFL Scores of between 4513 ahd 54. TA f st step in developing the mlittr"`"
ials wavto_determine wh

they were in. Questionnaires.were distributed to the students which asked them to
list their major fields and to describe two writing assignments that they Had com-
pleted'in their other classes'during the semester. The survey showed that, typically,
the students were either science or business majors, arid that, in genettl, they
did very little writing in their other classes except for an occasional term paper.

a
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Although most ESL students 9eed to develop skill in academic writing: very few
of them will be writing thee kinds 'of papers once they graduate. Clearly, a

welldesigned writing course should meet not only immediate writing needs,--eut

also future needs. One wayto accomplish thisvitask 'is to organize writin
Materials according to the variOus uses of language, such as informinvp
ing, clarifying, etc., sthce these functions are presedt in all types of written
discourse. Predictions, for example, cah otcur in academfc papers a.s. well ,es in

business reports and iii scientific journies.

-

The main problem in designing writing materials baseCi on funttions is to decide
which functions to deal with and how to order these functions. Since one goal

of these materials is to develop academic writing one answer to the

problem of selection is to determine which functions tyl5ically occur,in an aca-
demic paper, and in what sequence they occur. Within an academic paper, the

following functions tend io occur in a fairly regular patIern:

I. Inform/Focus What does the paper intend to do?

II. Clarify How will the centl-al terms be pfined?

Classify What are the.majorcomponents of the issue?

IV. Analyze How can the components be organized in terms of
time, space and/or effect?

V. Substantiate What support tan Pe offefed for the assertions

.
being made?

VI. Compare/Contrast Are there any similariti and differences between

the majar assertions

AO-It/Disagree What are the writer's reaotions to the issues being
presented?

VIII. . Recommend What should be done in regard to the issues being
discussed? ."

IX. Predict What Will be the likely results of the recommend-

lions?

This list of funetions forms the basis for the organization of the materials.
By organlzing the materials in this manner, the students have an opportunity to
practice writing the teiltral components of an academic paper. The intention,

however, is also to meet the students' future writing needs. In order to do this,

the situations'under each function deal with a great4variety of career backgrounds. .

Each lesson begins with exercises which introduce the phrases used in expressing

a particular function. For rev:emending, there are exercises using such terms as:

I would recpmmend, May I suagest, It would be best to, etc. The goarof these t

exercises is to,help stidents become-familiar with the forms that are typically

used,to exRress a function.,

.
1
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The following is an exa le of an exercise designed to introduce students to
phrases of definition:

Practice Using Terms: Deftnethe following terms by completing the sentences:

-)
1. Define a non-resident stUdent as tht term iS used at your unive?5ity for deter-

mining tuition rater
,

A non-resident student is anyone who.,...,

2. , Define an upper-division student as the term is used At your university.

An upper-division student is defined as a Student who....

k3: De"fine a full-time student -as the term is used for-purpose of issuing visas.

For purposes of issuing visas, a full-time student is 'taken to be any student
who....

4. Define a grade of incomplete as the term is used lyour university.

An incomplete grade signifies that....

5. Define the meaningof a student in good standing as the rm is used at your
niversity.

- _"-^"By atStudent in ,sood standing is meant a student who....

$.
Following this exercise, there is a list of common expressioni used in defining.
which.can be usgd as a.reference for the student.

These introductory exercises on common expressions art followed by-exercises on
the grammar and punctuation'which is relevant to the particular function of the
lesson. If a student will need to ule quotat4onS in substantiating an assertion,
then punctuating quotations is the faus of the punctuating exercise. If a stu-
dent needs to use models in maktng predictions then models are the focus of the
grammar exercise in that lesson. The basic. p pose of the inti-oductory exercises
is to provide the ftudent with all the formç hat are needed to express a partic-
ular function in a specific writing context.

The next part of the lesson provjdes situations which involve a number of writing
voices such as a geologiot, an advertising agent, a member of,a jury, etc. The
various writing,contexts alTow the teacher or student to select the sjtuation
whtch is most relevant to the needs and interests of the students. Some of the
situations are higtily controlled and provide the student with all of the data,
as well as directiohs for how to organize the data. The situation listed bel9w
is an example of the ones included in the initiaf chapter tn Inform/Focus.-

SITUATIQN: The Immigvation and Naturalization Officer.

You,are an officer for the Immigration and Naturalization Service. .Recently,
there has been a great deal of discussion about the problem of the illegal entry
of,people into the United States. Because of these discussions, the director of

3
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4. the U.S. Office of Immigration and Naturalization has asked you to submit a re-.

port in which you recommend various solutions to the problem of illegal aliens.

TASK:

Write the introduction to your report on illegal aliens in the United States. As

backwund information, you may use some or all cif the following information.

In 1967, the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service apprehended

100,000 illegal aliens..

In 1977, the U.S. tinmigration'and Naturalization Service apprehenddd

750,000 illegal aliens.

The'U.S. Immigration and-Naturalization.Service estimates that for every

person who is apprehended, four to five other persons avoilicapture and

deportation.

lOrstudy conducted for the U.S. Immigration Service in 1976 indicated that

8.2 million People were in the United.States illegally:

(Source: U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service.)

Your intio-duction should have two parts:

Inform: Severat general statements 'pout the problem of illegal aliens in the'

United States.

Focus: A statement of the purpose of this report. To suggest solutions to' the

problem of illegal aliens.

Other situations are much les§ structured. For example,:the following situation

requires the students to gather their owo.data and to make- limited assertion .

based on this data: '

SITUATION: The Dean's lksistant

You work for the Dean of Academic Affairs. You have been asked to write a report

*on the cost of textbooks. The Dean believes that, in general, science majors are

being asked to pay more for their textbooks Moan are humanities majors. lie wants

you to write a report regarding this issue.

TASK:

In order to substantjate the claim that
science majors pay more for books that do

humanities Majors, you need to survey the cost of textbooks,. Begin by randomly

selecting one upper-division course from each of the departments. listed on the

following chart. Then compute the tatal cOst of the textbooks foreach of the

courses that you have selected. Once you have this information, compute the

average cost of textbooks for humanities students and science students. Finally,

write the Aean a brief report which stimmarizes the findings of your limited in-

vestigations. It is posible that your findings will refute rather than support

the Dean's assertion.

CrTh

411'
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Department

Classios
Comparative Literature
English
Foreign Languages
Journalism
Philosophy

Department

Biology
Chemistry
Geology
Mathematics
Engineering
Physics and
Astronomy

4'

SCHOOL OF.HUMANIfIES

Course

TOTAL

AVERAGE 'COST

bSCHOOL OF SCIENCE

Course

411.

TOTAL

AVERAGE COST

df
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Cost of Textbooks

Cost of Textb oks

Each lesson concludes with correction exercises of student papers that were 1%-itten
in response to the situations. The exercises have guidelines,which ask the stu-
dents.to correct errors Viet the students themselves are most likely to make,.or
have made in writing their responseto the situation. The following is an example
of a peer correction exercise. It involves a situation in which an insurance .

-agent writes a letter to a prospective customer about the types of life insurance
offered by his company. The students have been ,prOvided with the basic informa-
tion about thihtypes of life insurance. (See Figure 1.)
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, Figure 1.

PEER CORRECTIN OF STUDENT'COMPOSITIONS'

SITUATION: THE INSURANCE VENT"

PpiN MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE
5678 "C" Street

San'Francisco, CaliforRia 94111

Mr, Andrew'Smith
1234 "II" Street

San Francisco, California 94103 i
Dear Mr. SIM OA

In response to your letter:I am glad
types of life insurance.

& first one is term policy. 'Peo le
policy just havel temporary protection tI

36.

March 13, 1978

(i)
to let you know that we have three

who purchase a term life insurance
IEI a certain period. For example,

the father in the family wADU a temporary protection on his life while his
children .9.....taroi. If he.dieigithin a specified period, his children will get

the money.

i& second is the gle life insurance.* It is the most common type*hich

provides.111. insurance protectioriaDt& entire life. When the policyholder dies,

the beneficiary will receive the face iialue of the insurance. It is a fexible

policy that can meet many different needs.

Ar9 the last one is the endowment policy. This type provides a certain

amount of money in the future, besiestT'è life insurance protection. People.

Oh get back a sum of money ,after-the certain time.

rn brief, if you check out these types of life insurance, I think you have

some id00 about life invance. Please let me know yodr decision.
.

nc

111

lincerely, yours.

7/0
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Practice in Correcting:

Complete the following steps in order to correct the grammaticai errors and in-
appropriate language in the selection tD4, the insurance agent.

1. In order to practice using common phriSes for.claltifying, write in the space
below an alternate way Of stating the four underitned phreses.

d.

2. Wherever there is a'circled verb (:::) , make the correction in subject-verb
'iagniement.

3. Wherdver there-is an wpderlined verb make the correction in verb
tense.

0 4. Wherever there is an dficlosed preposition , replaa it with the correct
. preposition.

%
5. gherever there' is a carat A make the necessary correction in the use of

. the arttcle.

6. Wherever .there is a pUnctuation mark enclosed in a triangle A , make the

/ necessary correction.

7. Repiace.the verb, check out, in the last paragraph with a more formal verb.

-

1

These materials attempt to integrate the concerns 'of function, situation and
grammar. By selecting and ordering the functions on the basis of academic papers,
the stbdents are learning-to write all of the core functions of an academic paper.
By expressing *these fanctions iR a variety of.situations, the students are being

%exposed to specializeä vocabulary that may be beneficial in their careers. Fur-

) ithermore, the situations provide a specific coritext,in which to decide whether or
not .the particular form that tne writer has chosen to express a prediction or to
makea sUggestioniis appropriate and effective. Finally, in this approach,
graMmatical concerns are not isolated, but are clearly related to the expression
of a particular function. In this waSI, notional Ariting materials integrate the
concerns of function (what.is being said), situation (to whom is it being said),
and grammar (how is it being said). In gener'al, they provide an opportunity to
meet students' immediate and future writing needs., and to develop both granmatical
and communicative cortency in writing.

4 *
Sa.
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